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Employer Learnings for the New Normal
Graduate programmes remain a critical part of employers’ talent acquisition. However,
recent global events have meant that employers have had to quickly reimagine their
delivery and lean into virtual recruitment and delivery formats in ways not previously
thought possible. Some have withdrawn them altogether. With fewer schemes, graduates are
facing fierce competition while, conversely, graduate expectations have never been higher.

So what does best practice look like?
What are the common challenges and how can we overcome them?
Employers from the recently launched Pearson College London Partner Network have been sharing and
learning from each other’s experiences. Here are some of their key findings and recommendations:
1. Get creative in engaging with student talent
With traditional careers fairs off the table, employers have had to get creative with how and where they engage
student talent. How else can you engage with students? Examples include:
Holding virtual employer visits – allowing students to experience a company’s workplace and culture
Working with lecturers to contextualise the teaching within business
Expanding reach by capitalising on the D&I opportunities presented by virtual formats
2. Set clear expectations about the realities of the scheme throughout the recruitment process
Graduates sometimes overlook the critical requirement to initially undertake ‘grass roots’ activities as part of the
graduate scheme and may become disillusioned when asked to do so. Ensuring that this is understood and accepted
can be achieved by:
Setting clear and realistic expectations throughout the whole recruitment process
Communication of key messaging around why undertaking ‘menial’ tasks is important
Creating forums bringing together recent graduates and other current staff with potential recruits
3. Maximise opportunities for ‘levelling the playing field’
The pandemic has amplified the diversity of the graduate experience and has provided greater freedom of
movement. Quantum leaps have been made in virtual working which have real benefit for all. Examples include:
Greater engagement in online training; there’s a buzz like never before around online sessions
Maximising the opportunities to integrate advancements in the wider business into grad schemes, i.e., work
shadowing, inclusion in virtual support, and knowledge sharing communities
4. Provide scaffolding to support the transition out of the graduate scheme
The onward transition for graduates finishing schemes has become even more challenging during the pandemic, with
fewer roles available and higher demands set by many business units. Some actions to combat this might include:
Ensuring graduates are prepared for and do not assume that the roles which graduates traditionally fill will still
be available
Managing graduate expectations early on. They may need to be open to either lower entry points, or even
external roles
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